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Chapter 2511

　　Song Junyue has always been used to being strong and doesn’t like being forced.

　　She stood up angrily, but was pinned down by Lin Fansen again.

　　”Sit down, don’t move,” Lin Fansen tried his best to keep his voice as cold as possible, “If you
want to eat breakfast today, I’ll pull you back when you walk to the elevator.”

　　Song Junyue calmed down, she was pretty cold His face was motionless.

　　Lin Fansen brought up the prepared breakfast, considering that she was still ill, he cooked a
relatively light breakfast, a bowl of purple sweet potato red, bean porridge and poached egg, half a
corn and floss of meat with a strong milky flavor. Rolls, and another plate with sliced   kiwi, orange,
and tomatoes.

　　His breakfast has always been good.

　　Especially during the period of living abroad, even the platter is exquisite.

　　She used to be a very picky person, but during the time they were dating, she would eat all the
breakfast he made.

　　After so many years, he still remembers what he likes to eat.

　　But why after hurting her?
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　　At this moment, Song Junyue really hated him a little bit. Since he was indifferent and hated him,
if he kept doing this, she might give up completely this time.

　　But unfortunately, he has to turn around and be nice to her. As long as she is a little bit nicer, she
will give birth to hope.

　　She was disgusted with herself.

　　She is already a mature woman and shouldn’t be so in love with her brain.

　　”Eat it.” Lin Fansen handed her the spoon and explained, “You don’t have anything at home.
These things were delivered by the courier last night.”

　　Song Junyue’s eyes were complicated.

　　Suddenly, a doorbell rang from outside.

　　It was most likely her secretary who came knocking on the door so early. When Song Junyue was
hesitating, Lin Fansen got up and walked towards the door.

“Wait, don’t worry about it, just let it go.” Song Junyue said.

　　”I’m so shameless?”

　　Lin Fansen gave her a calm look, walked to the door, and saw from the screen that a man in a
straight suit appeared outside. The other party was wearing glasses, and he had the temperament of
a business elite. .

　　Ling Ye.

　　Immediately after these two words flashed in his mind, he opened the door directly.
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　　”Jun Yue, I’ll give it to you…”

　　Before Ling Ye finished speaking, he instinctively froze when he saw that the door was opened by
a completely unfamiliar man.

　　This is the first time he has seen someone of the opposite sex other than Song Xingchen in Song
Junyue’s house. He looks younger than him, with a tall body and an excellent figure. His facial
features are even more handsome and deep, the bridge of the nose is straight and straight, and the
eyebrows are cold. At first glance, there is a bit of a taste of foreign ancestry.

　　Ling Ye’s eyes quickly glanced at his clothes, the light-colored shirt and black trousers, but they
were not meticulous, they were obviously wrinkled, indicating that they were definitely not put on this
morning, which meant that this man was very good. Probably stayed here last night.

　　”You are……”.

　　Ling Ye’s heart was cold and angry, but there was no emotion on his calm face, his eyes seemed
to be looking at an irrelevant stranger, “Is Junyue here, she is not feeling well, I did it for her myself.
Order breakfast.”

　　He emphasized the word “personally”.

　　There seems to be some ambiguity between the words.

　　”No need, I made breakfast for her.”

　　Lin Fansen is also a person who has been in shopping malls for a long time, and he can quickly
confirm that this person is definitely Ling Ye.

　　A man came over early in the morning making breakfast himself. Of course he was very angry,
but he also understood that being angry in front of others would only hit the other side’s arms.
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Chapter 2512

　　He took out a pair of shoes from the shoe cabinet and put them on the ground, “You are Jun
Yue’s colleague, come in.”

　　With that gesture, it was as if he was the master of the house.

　　The expression on Ling Ye’s face was almost unbearable.

　　But can only wear slippers to come in.

　　Seeing his Song Junyue in the restaurant, his face was a little unsightly.

　　She really didn’t expect it to be Ling Ye. She knew that she would never let Lin Fansen open the
door. With his bad temper, she suspected that Lin Fansen would quarrel with Ling Ye.

　　He glanced at Lin Fansen subconsciously, but he was relieved to see that he was still cold.

　　After all, it’s one thing for him to quarrel with himself in private. If he makes a quarrel in front of
outsiders, that’s the real trouble.

　　It’s just that Ling Ye saw Lin Fansen here, and the relationship between the two could not be
hidden.

　　”Junyue, are you feeling better?”
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　　Ling Ye sat down beside Song Junyue with a gentle and concerned tone, “How is your health? My
mother heard that you were sick yesterday, so she specially made me make pigeon soup this
morning. Come here.”

　　He put the thermos cup on the table, “Drink it while it’s hot.”

　　He didn’t ask Lin Fansen a word, as if he didn’t care about him at all.

　　Song Junyue looked at the thermos cup, and instinctively glanced at Lin Fansen again, lest he
smash the thermos cup.

　　”Wife, who is he?” Who knows, the next moment, Lin Fansen suddenly sat on the other side of
her and hugged her waist intimately, “Your company colleague? You don’t want to introduce me.”

　　”Wife?”

　　Ling Ye It’s like hearing something unbelievable, “Jun Yue, I remember that you are not married,
and he is? It’s not funny, what’s our relationship, you didn’t tell me.”

　　”Maybe I haven’t had time to say it yet.” Lin Fansen said lightly, “We got married, we got married
a few days ago, wife, he doesn’t seem to believe it, do you want to show him our marriage
certificate, I remember the proof On that day, you carefully put away our documents.”

　Song Junyue: “…”

　　”Junyue, are you married?” Ling Ye’s face seemed to burst open, “Don’t be kidding, I ran into your
dad yesterday, and he said you even I don’t even have a boyfriend.”

　　”I’m not joking.” Lin Fansen said lazily, “Don’t you know that Junyue loves me too much, and I’m
afraid that the Song family will not accept me, so I’ll talk about it first.”
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　　After a pause, she looked at Song Junyue gently, “Wife, don’t you think? I haven’t forgotten how
you proposed to me. I will never forget it in my life.”

　　”…”

　　Song Junyue was speechless. I didn’t want to say a word.

　　When did she propose, she didn’t know how.

　　These words came out of Lin Fansen’s mouth like a ghost.

　　Didn’t he avoid himself.

　　Are you going to make this matter public for fear of not being chaotic enough?

　　Ling Yeteng sat up with an ugly face, “I don’t believe what you said.”

　　”If you don’t believe it, it’s none of our business.” Lin Fansen didn’t look at him again, but asked
Song Junyue with his chin up, “Wife, are you still Didn’t tell me, who is he? It seems that it is difficult
to accept the appearance of your marriage, he probably likes you.”

　　Ling Ye’s mouth twitched fiercely.

　　He likes things about Song Junyue. Many people know that the two just didn’t pierce that layer of
paper. If they were pierced before, he would be happy. Now, he seems to be a third party.

　　So embarrassing.

Let me go mr. hill chapter 2513
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Chapter 2513

　　Song Junyue glanced at Lin Fansen very helplessly, her lips moved slightly, “You think too much,
this is Ling Ye, we are just company colleagues.”

　　In just a few words, Ling Ye’s mentality completely collapsed.

　　She even explained it to the man.

　　What does it mean, it means that she admits to being married.

　　Ling Ye clenched his fists under the table tightly. He thought about the possibility that countless
suitors around Song Junyue would become rivals in love, but he never thought that one day Song
Junyue would find an inexplicable man to marry.

　　He couldn’t accept it at all.

　　Just yesterday, he was still fantasizing about marrying Song Junyue, and then having a boy and a
half girl, the Song family might be able to change to the Ling family in the future.

　　Now all of this has been completely broken.

　　But after all, he is a mature man who has gone through too many things, and his face quickly
reappeared with a worried look, “Jun Yue, you are too boring, but the man you can like should be
very unusual, right? I don’t know what to call him, what does he do.”

　　Hearing this, Song Junyue fell silent.

　　If it’s Lin Fansen from the Lin Group, I’m afraid my parents will come and make trouble today.

　　The Lin family is afraid that it is not easy to explain.
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　　She simply looked at Lin Fansen, and her eyes seemed to say: You are the one who caused the
trouble, you can say it yourself.

　　”I just have a company under my name, and I can’t compare with the Song family, but it’s okay to
ensure that Junyue lives a luxurious life in this life.” Lin Fansen said lightly, “It’s not like Mr. Ling, who
can be as good as the Song family. Going to work in a big company.”

　　”…”

　　Ling Ye felt as if a fist was hammered on cotton.

　　After asking for a long time, I only knew that the other party opened a company, and the rest was
not asked, and was ridiculed by others.

What that means is that he runs a company, he just works, hehe.

　　”I’m also thanks to my father.” Ling Ye’s face always had a graceful smile on his face, “My father
is also an old shareholder of the Song family and has been friends with Junyue’s father for decades.
By the way, I don’t know if you What kind of company are you working with? Maybe there will be a
suitable project in the future, and we can cooperate with each other.”

　　”The nature of the company is different, so there is no way to cooperate.”

　　”Oh, I’m getting more and more curious when you say that.” Ling Ye raised his eyebrows. , but did
not notice Song Junyue’s increasingly impatience eyes.

　　”Ling Ye, do you have to be so curious about my husband?” Song Junyue put down her spoon
and said lightly, “When it’s time to make it public, I will naturally make it public.”

　　Ling Ye’s face stiffened, “Junyue, we have known each other for more than ten years. Now, I also
care about you.”
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　　”Thank you for caring so much about my wife.” Lin Fansen was a little unhappy at first, but when
he heard Song Junyue admit that he was her husband, he lost his anger at all, “There’s nothing
wrong with my company. It’s a good thing to hide, the Lin family, did you know that the Lin family
group is engaged in the production of construction and automotive glass.”

　　”Lin family?”

　　No matter how stable and strong Ling Ye was in his heart, he was shocked at this moment.

　　He considered it for a few seconds before saying, “If I remember correctly, there seems to be only
one Lin Group in the capital. It came from Tongcheng. The daughter of the Lin Group used to be
your brother Rong Shi’s first wife.”

　　”Mr. Ling has a good memory. The daughter of the Lin Group in your mouth is my sister.” Lin
Fansen’s indifferent voice seemed to throw a bomb.

Let me go mr. hill chapter 2514

Chapter 2514

　　”…” The

　　air was eerily quiet for a while.

　　Ling Ye smiled coldly, as if he had heard the most ridiculous joke in the world.

　　After laughing, he looked at Song Junyue, “Junyue, are you crazy?”

　　”I’m not crazy.” Song Junyue thought Lin Fansen might be crazy.
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　　Before yesterday, he was shy about his identity, but now he has advertised that things are
completely out of her control.

　　Ling Ye stood up, his face was already tense ashen, “No, Junyue, I think you are no longer
awake, is there no man in the world, you Song family can only find Lin family one by one, your
parents are not at all It’s impossible to agree, it’s ridiculous.”

　　”How ridiculous, we are not related by blood.” Lin Fansen retorted coldly, “Besides, this is also a
matter of our Lin Song family, and it has nothing to do with your surname Ling. “

　　If eyes can kill, Ling Ye has definitely executed Lin Fansen to Ling Chi several times.

　　Ling Ye looked at Song Junyue, “Junyue, I said these words to you because I regarded you as a
friend. Don’t let people be deceived. After all, it’s not easy for you to have everything you have
today.”

　　After speaking, he said, “I I’m leaving today, I won’t bother you anymore.”

　　He had to go back and ask the Song family about this matter, he didn’t believe that the Song
family would accept it.

　　It’s just that all his plans were destroyed, which made him very angry.

　　He really didn’t expect that Song Junyue’s eyes were so bad that he looked down on himself, and
even looked down on the low-level stuff from places like Tongcheng.

　　Lin’s development is good, but no matter how good it is, it comes from a small place, what is it?

　　Besides, if Lin’s daughter hadn’t fallen in love with the president’s son, he would be where he is
today.

　　Unexpectedly, he was so greedy and insufficient, and even let his son Lianba go to Song Junyue.
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That’s ridiculous.

　　After the door was slammed shut, Lin Fansen sneered, “Your colleague is very bold, and he dares
to open the door of your house. I don’t think he doesn’t want to be your colleague, he wants to be
the master here.”

　　Song Junyue frowned. She was actually aware of Ling Ye’s thoughts, but she didn’t try to break it.
After all, there was still cooperation in private. Maybe it was too sudden this time. Ling Ye was
stimulated. Rarely out of control.

　　”I think you’re quite bold.”

　　Now that there were only two people left, Song Junyue gave him an angry look, “Lin Fansen, you
hate me, you hate me, it’s enough for the two of us to know about our marriage in private. Are you
still talking about it now because you want things to become more complicated?”

　　”Yeah, don’t let others know, it’s easy to get married or divorce, right?”

　　Lin Fansen looked at her coldly, ” Have you ever been married once, so you treat marriage as a
child’s play, Song Junyue, let me tell you, this is my first time getting married, and marriage is not a
joke to me.”

　　Song Junyue was startled, “I didn’t take marriage seriously . Just kidding, I’m just afraid that if I
keep getting along with you, I’ll lose my life, maybe our marriage is really hasty.”

　　Her last words pierced Lin Fansen’s heart like a needle.

　　He stood up in a hurry, Jun’s face was uncontrollable and cold, “Song Junyue, let me tell you,
even if you think it’s rash, the marriage is over, there are not so many regret medicines in this world,
you don’t want to force me to divorce, you want If you dare to force me, I will go to your old house,
and I will question in front of your parents, is it because the children of our Lin family are easy to
bully, and every child of your Song family will bully our Lin family, and your brother has failed my
sister. , now even you are coming to play with me.”
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Chapter 2515

　　Song Junyue raised her head, facing the anger on his handsome face, she was speechless and
helpless, “Who is bullying who, Lin Fansen, you should be reasonable.” Lin Fansen, who

　　was angry a moment ago, met her tired eyes the next moment. At that time, the whole person
immediately froze.

　　”I admit, I went too far that day, but I thought…”

　　”Think I did something wrong to you, right?”

　　Song Junyue interrupted him, “When you drive my car, pick up Did you call Ling Ye, do you think I
lied to you, I went to his house for dinner at night, and maybe something happened to him.”

　　Lin Fansen was dumbfounded for a while, he really thought so.

　　”Fansen, do you know, before I thought that as long as I got married to you, we would live
together every day, have a child in the future, and one day we would return to the same situation as
before, but I neglected that, the relationship between us has been Without trust, you don’t believe
me at all, and even concluded that I broke up with you once, and I am a shy woman.” There

　　was sadness in Song Junyue’s eyes, “In the future, every time you don’t trust me, it will be like
that day. To me, to be honest, I’m also afraid, I’m afraid of pain, I’m afraid that even though it hurts a
lot, but I have to endure the pain to drive alone to get stitches, I’m afraid that when I go to the
hospital, someone asks me if I want to call the police.”

　　Lin Fansen felt embarrassed and felt ashamed. “Sorry.”
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　　If it was before, he might not believe what she said at all.

　　But after talking with Zhang Chengyu and Song Qingrui, he also understood that he should not
blame her blindly.

　　Song Junyue glanced at him in surprise, probably not expecting that he would take the initiative to
apologize.

　　”I assure you, this kind of thing will never happen in the future.” Lin Fansen also deeply reflected,
no matter whether Song Junyue betrayed him or not, he should not do that kind of thing.

　　It may be that every time he faces Song Junyue, he easily loses his calm.

　　He even became disgusted with himself.

　　Song Junyue was surprised again, and she didn’t think about what to say for a while.

　　Lin Fansen thought about it, “There is indeed a lack of trust between us, but you have to think
about it, how many years we have been apart, we have changed in many places, I… Actually, I don’t
know much about you now, you I don’t know much about me now, quarrels are inevitable, but I can
promise you that if you quarrel next time, I will never hurt you, of course, if you betray me again, I will
not be angry or hate you Now, because there is no need for it, when the time comes to divorce, each
will walk on his own single-plank bridge.”

　Last night, he thought about it all night.

　　Some things are really figured out.

　　To say that he doesn’t love Song Junyue anymore, he knows that he doesn’t. Emotional matters
can deceive others, but not himself.
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　　Just like when she was leaving with her luggage the night before, he was so out of control, he
knew he couldn’t bear her.

　　Zhang Chengyu’s words completely awakened him, even if Song Junyue didn’t break up with him
at the beginning, would the two of them have a result?

　　Obviously impossible.

　　At that time, the identities of the two were very different.

　　He was too young and too arrogant at the time, and he probably wouldn’t be able to sustain it
either.

　　Song Qingrui’s words also made him understand that Song Junyue has been working hard to get
closer to him, whether it’s because he loves him, or just nostalgic for the first love that died.

　　In addition, the two of them are not too small, so it is better to give it a try.

　　Song Junyue was completely silent.

　　This was the first time the two had a peaceful conversation since they met again.

　　It made her think that Lin Fansen was possessed by some kind of ghost.

　　”I… lied to you that day, saying that I wanted to go back to my place, not because of Ling Ye.”
After

　　a long while, Song Junyue suddenly said, “I just… I wanted to rest that day, and I didn’t want to
be with you. , I’m too tired, I can’t take it, and you always have a hard time talking in bed.”
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　　After speaking, she turned her face out of the window unnaturally, even if she has always been a
strong woman, she is not too embarrassed in this regard, otherwise she will not I will keep it in my
heart without saying anything.

Let me go mr. hill chapter 2516

Chapter 2516

　　Lin Fansen was stunned.

　　After reading her words over in her mind, her ears became embarrassingly hot.

　　Thinking about it is quite shameless.

　　He said that he looked down on her appearance, but his body was more honest than anything
else, but he wanted face, so he couldn’t say that he coveted her body, so he could only put the
blame on her.

　　”Then… I’ll be more careful next time.”

　　After a long time, he said embarrassedly.

　　His attitude suddenly became so good, but Song Junyue didn’t quite get used to it, and it felt
strange everywhere.

　　She got up, “I… went to work.”

　　Lin Fansen grabbed her wrist instinctively, “You’re already like this, why can’t you rest at home
today.”
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　　”No, there is a project meeting to decide today.” Song Junyue said seriously, “There are too many
Song’s subsidiaries and branches, and I have to deal with a lot of things every day, and everyone is
waiting for me.”

　　”But your body…”

　　”Since you are a company Tie, you have to take responsibility.” Song Junyue’s beautiful face was
stubborn.

　　Lin Fansen pursed her thin lips, “I’ll take you there.”

　　Song Junyue gave him a complicated look, her pink lips moved slightly, but she didn’t say
anything in the end.

　　When going out to change shoes, Lin Fansen opened the shoe cabinet, took out a pair of running
shoes and put them in front of her, “Wear this today.”

　　Song Junyue’s pretty face twisted, “I’m dressed today, is this appropriate?”

　　Lin Fansen His eyes lingered over her skirt, and a very straight man said, “What’s wrong.”

After speaking, without waiting for her to answer, she bent down and tucked her feet into her white
running shoes.

　　Song Junyue looked at his curved back for a few seconds.

　　She remembered that the first time the two of them were together, she was in terrible pain, and
then the next day he also put on his shoes by himself.

　　In the blink of an eye, it’s been so long, I didn’t expect such a day to come.
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　　But then again, is it too easy for her to relent.

　　Thinking about it, Song Junyue frowned.

　　When Lin Fansen stood up, what he saw was her appearance, thinking she was dissatisfied, he
said: “It’s you who said the pain, you women love beauty so much, what’s wrong with wearing
sneakers to work, they look good and comfortable, I see your shoe cabinet There are too few flat
shoes in the store, or I will buy a few pairs of cloth shoes with you.”

　　”No, I will not be in pain in a few days.” Song Junyue refused. Wearing high heels is more
temperament, especially for women in the workplace. .

　　Lin Fansen: “Who knows if you will be sore the next day.”

　　”…” He

　　suddenly started a boat.

　　Song Junyue’s pretty face also suddenly turned a layer of rouge.

　　Lin Fansen lowered his head and glanced at her, and after seeing the thin layer of carmine, a
thought that should not have popped up in his heart.

　　He secretly clenched his fists.

　　”Shut up.” Song Junyue gave him a warning glance.

　　Anyone in the company would be afraid of this kind of look, but for Lin Fansen, it was just a raised
eyebrow.
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Chapter 2517

　　After getting in the car, Song Junyue just fastened her seat belt.

　　A shadow fell, and before she could say anything, her lips were blocked by Lin Fansen, and she
drove straight in.

　　She widened her eyes in surprise.

　　It’s not that they never kissed after they got married, but every time they were in bed, she was
already in a daze, unlike now… she was breathless by his intense kiss.

　　Just like when you were in love.

　　”Lin Fansen…”

　　She pushed his chest.

　　Lin Fansen was not pushed away, but instead kissed harder and harder until Song Junyue’s
phone rang.

　　In a panic, she touched the answer button, and the secretary’s voice came, “Mr. Song, are you
feeling better today, can you come to the company?

　　” Lin Fansen’s face just a short distance away.
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　　The lights were not turned on in the car, and the light from the parking lot outside loomed in. The
man’s deep and three-dimensional facial features could not be seen clearly, only his eyes were
bright like stars.

　　”Okay, but Mr. Song, your voice is weird, is your throat uncomfortable?” The secretary’s
concerned voice echoed in the car.

　　”…Well, I’m here.”

　　Song Junyue quickly cut off the phone, her cheeks slightly warm.

　　What’s wrong with her throat, it’s just that after being kissed by him for too long just now, she is
slightly hoarse.

　　The atmosphere was too embarrassing, and Rao Shi glared at Lin Fansen a little unnaturally,
“Drive.”

　　”Okay.”

　　Lin Fansen started the car.

　　Because of the kiss just now, all the irritability that had been pressing in my heart since the
marriage seemed to be gone.

It turns out that learning to be open-minded and to obey one’s own heart feels good.

　　The two of them tacitly didn’t mention what happened just now, and didn’t talk to each other along
the way.

　　After arriving at the place, Song Junyue unfastened her seat belt.
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　　Lin Fansen suddenly said, “What’s your home password?”

　　She glanced at him in surprise, her lips moved slightly, but she didn’t say anything.

　　”Don’t want to say it?” Lin Fansen’s face sank slightly, “I’m still not qualified to know.”

　　Could it be that he took the initiative to say so much in the morning, and it was all in vain.

　　”Song Junyue, I already told you the password of my apartment. I am willing to change some
things, but if you have other thoughts, I can’t help it.”

　　He reminded her.

　　”…Add a WeChat, WeChat will tell you.” Song Junyue hesitated for a few seconds, then suddenly
said.

　　Lin Fansen was stunned for a moment, and then he remembered that the two had been married
for several days, and it seemed that he hadn’t even added WeChat.

　　In the whole of China, I am afraid it is just the two of them.

　　”How much is your WeChat account?”

　　”My personal mobile phone number.”

　　After speaking, Song Junyue walked into the company with her bag.

　　Lin Fansen took out her mobile phone, found her WeChat, and sent a request to add friends.

　　In less than a minute, WeChat passed, and a string of numbers was sent inside.
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　　But after seeing those numbers, Lin Fansen was completely stunned.

　　The password to open the door has eight numbers. The first few numbers are the class numbers
where he and Song Junyue studied abroad, and the last few numbers are his birthday.
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　　It turns out that this is the password to her door.

　　He seemed to suddenly understand why she didn’t want to say vaguely when he asked her just
now.

　　He’s not too slow to know that a woman sets the class number and birthday you once studied in
as the door code to represent what it means.

　　Maybe other people don’t understand the meaning of these numbers, but he understands, no one
understands better than him.

　　If it was before, Lin Fansen also suspected that Song Junyue didn’t care about him, that she was
prudent, and that Song Qingrui said those words.

　　Now, he has no doubts at all.

　　Even more, he blamed himself for doing such an excessive thing that day.

　　He really went too far.
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　　Lin Fansen sat in the car, feeling frustrated for a while, and looking at the numbers for a while, the
corners of his lips couldn’t help but lift up slightly.

　　After a while, he replied: Got it.

　　On the other side, Song Junyue was also embarrassed to death when she looked at the
password that she had sent.

　　She knew she should have changed the password, but she was used to it. She was used to using
those special numbers that she kept in mind for so many years, whether it was the password for the
door, the password for the safe, or the password for the bank.

　　In the past, it was because of the meaning, but later it was a habit. If she changed it to another
password, she might have forgotten it.

　　did not expect…….

　　He should know.

　　So humiliating.

　　”Mr. Song, this is the data you asked to sort out yesterday.”

　　Zeng Ai, the secretary, came in with her things, and suddenly saw that the manager, who was
usually as cold as Xuelian, was lying on the table with a frustrated look, she was stunned. Stayed,
thinking that he was dazzled.

　　However, it seemed that she only spent a second before Song Junyue raised her head and
regained her cold look, “Bring it here.”

　　Zeng Ai: “…”
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　　”By the way, is Ling Ye here?” Song Junyue asked coldly.

　　”I didn’t see it.”

　　Song Junyue thought deeply.

　　…

　　Where is Ling Ye?

　　After he came out of Song Junyue’s house, he exuded an aura of astonishment all the way.

He almost rushed to the Song family’s old house, but halfway through, it sounded that his father had
made an appointment to play golf with Song Ji at ten o’clock in the morning.

　　It’s not time yet.

　　He quickly drove back to Ling’s house.

　　The Ling family was having breakfast. When they saw Ling Ye came back, the elder sister Ling Li
said, “Didn’t you bring breakfast to Song Junyue? It came back so quickly.”

　　”Have Junyue drunk the soup the nanny cooked?” Ling’s mother asked. Said, “This woman still
needs a man to accompany her, otherwise you see, there is no one around to take care of her when
she catches a cold. You, take advantage of this wave of opportunities and ask for help, she will be
touched by you sooner or later.”

　　Ling Ye listened more and more. , the annoyance in his eyes grew, “Don’t mention it, when I went
there, there was a man in Song Junyue’s house, Dad, do you know who he is, Lin Fansen from the
Lin Group, listen to his tone, Song Junyue has already talked to him. Proof, this is ridiculous, what
kind of thing is Lin Fansen, Song Junyue has a brain problem.”
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　　He was really lost in anger, otherwise he would not have said such a thing.

　　”Son, aren’t you confused?” Ling’s mother was inexplicable, “What is Lin Fansen, how could
Junyue get married?”

　　”Mom, Lin Fansen must have spent the night there last night, Song Junyue even admitted it
himself.” Ling Ye said angrily, “What do I think about her, doesn’t she know, but she ended up
looking for another man without a word? How can that Lin Fansen compare to me? I think Song
Junyue’s brain is flooded.”

　　”I didn’t listen to Song about this. Ji mentioned it before.” Father Ling stood up with a dark face.

　　Ling Ye sneered, “Song Junyue dare to say it, the Song family will not agree at all, I think it is Lin
Fansen who does not know what tricks he has used, I am guarding the children of the wealthy in the
capital, but I didn’t expect to leak a small place. Mother

　　Ling said anxiously: “Oh, it’s a waste of me to love her so much before. If she gets married, even
if she gets divorced, don’t look for her son. I don’t want you to take over a woman who is married
three times. Since she is the heir of the Song family, I don’t want my good son to find her a second
marriage, just my son’s appearance, it’s more than enough to find a 20-year-old girl.”
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　　”Mom, you really don’t understand anything.” Ling Li gave her mother a white look, “Dad has
always matched Ling Ye and Song Junyue, and he is interested in the power and wealth behind her,
relying on our Ling family alone, The Song family will never be able to become the Ling family. You
can see how beautiful the Song family is now. If Ling Ye marries Song Junyue and Song Junyue is
pregnant, Ling Ye will be able to take the opportunity to control the Song family.”

　　Ling’s mother opened her mouth, “But she is now She’s married.”
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　　”Then let her get a divorce.”

　　Ling’s father said firmly, “The Song family will not accept Lin Fansen’s identity at all, so I’ll go to
Song Ji.”

　　”You asked my son to marry a third-married woman. ?” Mother Ling almost died of anger.

　　”What do you know? When the Song family is in our hands, we can let Ling Ye divorce her.”
Ling’s father rolled his eyes at his wife

　　. .

　　Ling Ye said, “Dad, I will listen to you.”

　　Whether it is Song Junyue or the Song family, he will get it.

　　As for whether to spend a lifetime with Song Junyue, a woman, when he gets married, it’s not up
to him to decide.

　　Ling Ye’s eyes flashed with wickedness.

　　…

　　ten o’clock in the morning.

　　When Ling Ye went with Ling’s father, Song Ji and Zhong Lingwei were almost there. They were
wearing baseball caps and comfortable sportswear. Behind Zhong Lingwei was a handsome man,
but the man’s eyes were clear. The face of a mature man, but it is immature and innocent.

　　”Mummy, look there are butterflies.” Song Rongshi pointed to the distance, then excitedly went to
play with butterflies like a child.
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　　Ling Ye’s heart flashed a light sarcasm, but his eyes didn’t reveal the slightest, “Uncle, auntie,
Rong Shi seems to be in good shape.”

　　”Yes.” Zhong Lingwei glanced at her son’s back, her eyes filled with relief, but also helplessness
and regret.

　The current Song Rongshi’s IQ is similar to that of a six or seven-year-old child, and it will always
be like this.

　　Well, at least he’s happy.

　　I can’t say it well, it’s heartbreaking for a mother to see a good son finally reduced to this point.

　　Father Ling said with a smile, “As long as he is happy, look how happy Rong Shi is now.”

　　”I think so too.” Song Ji smiled and put his hand on Father Ling, “I lost last time. You have a ball,
let’s have a good discussion today.”

　　”We’ll talk about the discussion later.” Father Ling pulled his lower lip strangely, “Old Song, we
have known each other for decades, you are not kind.”

　　Song Ji smiled and said, “When am I being rude, please tell me clearly.”

　　Father Ling glanced at Ling Ye, “I thought we were old friends before, and the two children have
never been married, so I still want to marry him. It’s better for you to get married, and Junyue doesn’t
tell me when she gets married.”

　　”Junyue got married?” Song Ji and Zhong Lingwei were stunned, the former said, “Don’t talk
nonsense.”

　　”It’s true. Ling Ye smiled bitterly, “
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　　Jun Yue is not feeling well these two days. I specially sent her soup this morning, but I met a man
there. He said he was the elder brother of Lin’s daughter. Isn’t her daughter Lin Fanyue, Rong
Shi’s… but how did her brother get involved with Jun Yue? I want to ask more, but the other party is
very… very I can’t ask what I’m looking for, probably because I just work for the Song family, and I’m
not qualified to ask him, he even said that he is Junyue’s husband, and provocatively let me see their
marriage certificate.”

　　Song Ji and Zhong Lingwei Looking at each other, they both saw the shock in each other’s eyes.
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　　”Old Song, you really don’t know about this?” Father Ling asked.

　　Song Ji’s face twitched, he didn’t know whether to be more shocked or angry.

　　First, the son was worried, and now the daughter is even more worried.

　　And… how come it’s the Lin family again.

　　He now has a headache when he hears the Lin family.

　　”Old Song, there may be some things I shouldn’t say, but I still have to remind you.” Father Ling
said meaningfully, “Isn’t the Lin family too ambitious? It’s just a matter of having a daughter in the
presidential palace. A company from a small place just walked sideways in the capital, and now this
son is riding with your daughter…, the children of the Lin family are so good?”

　　Hearing this, Song Ji and Zhong Lingwei gently whispered without a trace Wrinkled eyebrows.
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　　”Lao Ling, thank you for telling me about this. I won’t play this game today. I’ll go and find Junyue.
By the way, please don’t tell me about this.”

　　Song Ji couldn’t stay for a moment. They quickly got Song Rongshi into the car, and the family
left in a hurry.

　　”Dad, you are amazing.” Ling Ye gave Ling’s father a thumbs up.

　　Ling’s father glanced at him, “You said that if someone from the Lin family relied on the
relationship between Lin Fansen and Song Junyue to make a fortune in the capital, what would the
people of the Song family think.”

　　Ling Ye knew instantly, “Dad, I know how I’ve done it.”

　　”By the way, if Lin Fansen has any black material, let me dig it out.”

　　…

　　In the car, Zhong Lingwei’s head buzzed, “Husband, what do you think Ling Dong said is?
Really?”

　　”He won’t tell lies about this kind of thing.”

　　Song Jiqiang endured his irritable mood. If he could do it all over again, he would definitely put all
these sons and daughters back in his stomach, which was too worrying.

　After arriving at the Song Group, Song Ji asked someone to call Song Junyue over.

　　”But Mr. Song is busy…”

　　”You have to call her over if you are busy.” Song Ji patted the table and lost his temper.
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　　Ten minutes later, Song Junyue came up. She heard that Song Ji seemed very angry, and she
probably guessed that Ling Ye must have told Song Ji and his wife about it.

　　I just didn’t expect that as soon as I entered the door, Song Ji picked up a book on the table and
smashed it at her.

　　Fortunately, Song Junyue was wearing sneakers today. After barely dodging, her body shook,
and there was severe pain somewhere.

　　”Song Junyue, tell me what happened to you and Lin Fansen.” Song Ji asked angrily, “I heard that
you married Lin Fansen, this is a joke, you won’t be so confused… ..”

　　”Yes, I cheated on him.” Song Junyue answered coldly.

　　Song Ji walked over on the spot and raised his arm to hit someone.

　　Zhong Lingwei looked at her daughter’s thin body, and quickly hugged her husband’s hand, “Calm
down, don’t do it yet.”

　　”Do you think I want to do it,” Song Ji sneered, “Your daughter has a big idea, she is Song You
don’t need to know your parents when you get married. Song Junyue, if you want to be mad, I’ll tell
you directly, do you know who you are? Marry yourself casually. Don’t you have an idea, aren’t you
very smart, you’ve got water in your head now, and you’ve been turned by a dazed Lin Fansen.”

　　”Is there no man in this world, a Song Rongshi has a crush on Lin Fanyue. , Now you’ve become
a fool, and you are married to Lin Fanyue’s brother, and Song Qingrui is now in love with Lin Fanyue,
so our Song family can only mess with the Lin family, right?
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